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WHAT IS
FASHION
CROWD
CHALLENGE?

Fashion Crowd Challenge (FCC) is an innovative global fashion design competition designed to utilize the
wisdom of the crowd, thereby reflecting global fashion trends, in order to discover and support people
who love fashion - from designers to models, stylists, writers and editors. FCC allows anyone who is
devoted to fashion to participate from anywhere in the world. FCC uses a collective intelligence algorithm
that enables the public to evaluate designs and highlight outstanding designers.

HOW CAN I
PARTICIPATE IN
FCC?

You can participate in FCC as a designer and/or
judge.
Fashion designers should submit their own work
for evaluation via the online application and include
images, one video and any other helpful description of their work.
Judges should submit evaluations via the online
evaluation system. During the process, judges can
demonstrate their keen fashion insight while giving
valuable feedback to designers.
FCC is open and accessible to anyone in the
world who is 14 or over (depending on age restrictions within participants’ countries).
No entry fee is required from the participants.
The participants may apply either as an individual,
or as a team of no greater than four (4) people.
Visit the FCC website to sign up.

WHAT IS FCC’S
SCHEDULE?
Those intending to
participate in FCC can
register for the competition

beginning July 15th
(all dates GMT)

and can submit designs

from September 10th
to October 7th.
The final results will be
announced

on October 16th.

FashionCrowdChallenge.com

WHAT DO
SUBMITTERS
AND WINNERS RECEIVE?
For design submitters, FCC yields a number of benefits. All design submitters receive our
helpful Designer Growth Report. Those chosen as winners also may receive one of several
prizes. Prizes include publishing deals with international fashion magazines and opportunities
to debut their products in the upcoming FCC Fashion Show.
In addition, the winners will receive USD 250,000 in financial aid to support their entries in the
global design market. FCC will work with both domestic and overseas commerce companies
to help designers market their items.
FCC judges also receive the opportunity to influence new fashion trends. Additionally, FCC
recognizes certain judges who participate daily and whose evaluations help identify the daily
winners. These judges will receive the title of “Trend Makers”, indicating their ability to accurately reflect the public’s taste. They will receive, among other gifts, invitations to FCC’s Global
Fashion Show.

FCC CAMPAIGN

TIME TO THINK

Think About Fashion
It's time for you to show the world the fashion you love.
It's time for the diverse fashion thoughts of designers
and laymen to meet.
It's time to see how those new ideas will change the world.

Think About Crowd
It's time for all those thoughts and opinions that never reached your ear to come
singing in from all over the world.
Open your ears not to conformist thoughts, but to the feedback of individuals
who will come together in a grand collaboration.
People from all over the world, though unable to gather physically,
will come together through FCC to hold court on fashion.

Think About Challenge
FCC is giving skilled, passionate designers from all over the world the
opportunity to become global stars. The challenge has begun and not a
single barrier stands in the way to entry. It begins at the grassroots level, with
the fashion-loving masses. Their selection will be thoughtful and just.
The challenge, once begun, shall continue ceaselessly,
and fashion lovers will know no setback or defeat.

THIS IS THE WAY WE LOVE FASHION
#FCC2015 #FCC_STYLE #TIMETOTHINK #FASHIONCROWDCHALLENGE
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The mission of Fashion Crowd Challenge (FCC) is to find and bring talented, hidden fashion
stars into the spotlight of the world. To this end, FCC is introducing a new type of fashion
design competition. Unlike typical design contests, design submissions in FCC are evaluated
by general people and peer designers.
The slogan of FCC is “Time to Think” about fashion. The purpose of our slogan is to empower
the fashion-loving layperson to re-think their own senses of style and design, instead of having
their opinions handed to them by the fashion industry.
FCC is open and accessible. Anyone, who is over 14 years old, can participate as a fashion
designer and as a design judge.
FCC administrates the fashion design competition through its own unique algorithm called
Crowd Evaluation System (CES). Founded upon the theory of the collective intelligence or
crowd-wisdom, CES selects judges from both the public and peer designers, and manages
the evaluation logistics to generate fair, unbiased, and constructive evaluations.
Throughout the course of the competition period, FCC highlights top designers based on the
most highly evaluated design work for each day. Those selections will be displayed on the FCC
website. After the competition period, FCC will publish the winners and release the full evaluation results as generated by the CES, giving each and every designer valuable feedback. In
addition to these features, FCC will support a virtual community where designers can network
with their fans in potential markets.
As participation in FCC is free of charge and the potential benefits enormous, this is a no-risk,
high-reward opportunity for people of all stripes to participate in the fashion community.

WHATDESIGNERSGET
Opportunities to

1. Introduce Your Designs

Introduce
Your Designs

FCC supports you and gives you the opportunity to fulfill your
dreams by introducing your work to the world and letting you
hear what the world has to say. All the submissions are evaluated fairly and equally.

2. Develop Your Designs

Develop
Your Designs

Submitters receive feedback from both the general public and
peer designers through our Designer Growth Report.
FCC provides a fan community that allows all the participating
designers and their global fans to network and grow together.

3. Become a Global Rising Star

Become a
Global Rising Star

The FCC provides an opportunity for promising designers to
debut in the global arena.
The top winners chosen by our panel of judges will be given the
opportunity to attend FCC’s Global Fashion Show and have a
fashion shoot with international fashion magazines.
In addition, the winners will receive USD 250,000 in financial aid
to support their entries in the global design market. FCC will
work with both domestic and overseas commerce companies
to help the designer market their items.

TURN YOUR DREAMS INTO REALITY!

WHATJUDGESGET
Opportunities to

1. Discover Global Star Designers

Discover Global
Star Designers

Please assist us in discovering hidden, talented designers and
supporting their development into the new leading designers of
the global fashion industry. By participating, you can help the
designers raise a global fan base. Do not hesitate to give FCC
designers advice, encouragement, and constructive criticism.
Create world-famous designers with your own hands!

2. Realize Your Dream

Realize
Your Dream

After the evaluation of design submissions, FCC will match you
with your favorite fashion designers to realize your dream of
having your own personal fashion designers. With your designers, you can make your fashion styles unique and lead fashion
trends.

3. Be a Trend Maker

Be a Trend Maker

Show off your fashion sense as an FCC judge. Change fashion
trends with your votes!
The title of “Trend Maker” will be conferred upon those few FCC
judges who do their job with special enthusiasm and care. If the
result shows that a certain judge’s evaluations closely reflect the
general opinion, that judge may also be called “Trend Maker.”
Those judges deemed “Trend Maker” will receive an invitation to
FCC’s Global Fashion Show.
FCC provides Trend Makers with opportunities to work as a
fashion merchandiser, brand manager, or trend consultant in an
actual fashion company.
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SCHEDULE
FCC participant
sign up
Starts 15th July

Design Submission
10th September - 7th October

Crowd Evaluation
8th October - 15th October

Announcement
of Winners
16th October

SUBMIT
YOUR
WORK

DESIGN TOPICS
Designers can freely work on whatever topic they want-there
is no limit to your expression (except for those written in the
“Designer’s Responsibilities” section).

PREFERENCES
FCC prefers submissions created without using animal
products, precious metals or stones.

QUALIFICATIONS
Anyone age 14 or over who loves fashion.
FCC can be entered individually or in teams of up to 4 people.

SUBMISSION RULES
Include a written description and images and/or a video of your fashion
designs.Submitted items must be self-designed.
FCC prefers items manufactured for under USD 200.

SUBMISSION METHOD
1

2

3

IMAGES

VIDEO

DESCRIPTION

There is a 20-image file limit per account.
You can use all 20 images to showcase a
single design or up to 20 different designs.
How you choose to allocate your photos is
completely up to you.

Video submission is optional, but recommended. Video contents should include
the designer’s philosophy or concept.
Video should only be in mp4 format and
should run for less than 5 minutes.

Online applications can be submitted in
any language, but it is recommended
that the title and participant name be
written in English. In addition to the title
and brief description, the application
form includes space for a written
description of the work. Written descriptions should include a design philosophy or explanation.

Designs may be submitted as any image
- photo, picture, sketch, illustration, etc.
However, to increase your chance of
winning, we recommend submitting a
photograph of the actual item.

4

DESIGNER’S RESPONSIBILITIES

During the evaluation period, submitters are responsible for reviewing and evaluating peer designers’ submissions. Design submitters who do not fully participate in the evaluation process may find that their own submissions have been excluded from the contest.
Works submitted to FCC should be the original creation or property of the designer. If the designer would like to
use a copyrighted logo, pattern or character, proper licensing must be obtained before uploading the work to
FCC. Any issues regarding copyright or plagiarism will become the sole responsibility of the designer, and their
works will be excluded from the contest.
Furthermore, works that include hate speech, violence, sexual harassment, racism, sexism, religious or political
discrimination, stolen content, violence against animals, or generally offensive material are banned and can be
excluded from winning prizes even if they receive winning votes.

Official Website
FashionCrowdChallenge.com

VK.COM
www.vk.com/FashionCrowdChallenge

Facebook
English: facebook.com/fashioncrowdchallenge
Korean: facebook.com/fcckorean
Spanish: facebook.com/fccspanish
French: facebook.com/fccfrench
Arabic: facebook.com/fccarabic
Japanese: facebook.com/fccjapanese
Chinese: facebook.com/fccchinese
Portuguese: facebook.com/fccportuguese
German: facebook.com/fccgerman
Turkish: facebook.com/fccturkish
Russian: facebook.com/fccrussian
Italian: facebook.com/fccitalian
Indonesian: facebook.com/fccindonesian
Filipino: facebook.com/fccphilippines
Thai: facebook.com/fccthai
Vietnamese: facebook.com/fccvietnamese

Pinterest
pinterest.com/CrowdChallenge

Instagram
instagram.com/FashionCrowdChallenge

Tumblr
FashionCrowdChallenge.tumblr.com

Twitter
twitter.com/CrowdChallenge
Weibo
www.weibo.com/CrowdChallenge

Photo
https://pixabay.com/_SJJP
https://pixabay.com/_burnnet
http://www.splitshire.com
Sara Cimino

Renren
www.renren.com/CrowdChallenge

THANK YOU-

Youtube
http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCzZbPlbim0tlbMvSD0zO_5g
Vine
https://vine.co/u/1237668544527872000
Vimeo
vimeo.com/CrowdChallenge
LinkedIn
https://www.linkedin.com/in/FashionCrowdChallenge
Flickr
https://www.flickr.com/photos/CrowdChallenge
https://www.flickr.com/people/crowdchallenge

English ver.
FashionCrowdChallenge.com

